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BELOW GROUND SEPTIC & CISTERN TANKS

Septic Tanks

*Neither Sprayer Specialties, Inc. nor the tank manufacturer(s) accept responsibility for lost or damaged product due to the failure of any of the
tank(s), tank fitting(s) tank valve(s) or the installation of the for mentioned items.

Ace Roto-Mold septic tanks are stronger, easier to install and less costly than old-fashioned concrete septic tanks - yet they
still offer the quality construction and safety you expect. Manufactured from high-density polyethylene with U.V. inhibitors, Ace
Roto-Mold tanks utilize a horizontal flo designed for below ground installations up to 36 inches.  The 1000, 1250 and 1500
gallon double-compartment septic tanks have been tested by NSF to meet the IAPMO Z1000 and CAN/CSA-B-66 standards.
Each tank carries an individual serial code and is fully documented from the date of manufacture, Ace Roto-Mold septic tanks
are designed and manufactured with rigourous quality controls.  The trapezoidal deep-rib design and interior baffl system
make Ace Tanks the industry choice. Only Ace tanks feature a custom-molded gasket in the lid. Manufactured from extruded
Nitrile rubber, the gasket snaps into the lid and ensures a watertight seal. Our exclusive lid design locks in place with nylon ties,
eliminating the need for metal fasterners that can corrode and fail.  Ace’s unique tank baffl system slows the flo of wastewater and directs it to the middle of the tank so wastewater can seperate from solids.  An outlet baffle allow the partially treated
liquids to flo out for further treatment.  Advantages of Ace’s baffl design include added strength, versatility, and ease of installation. Septic tanks are available in one-compartment and two-compartment designs and are manufactured for
containment of liquids up to 1.7 specifi gravity.

SEPTIC TANKS
Part#		
AST-0300
AST-750-1
AST-1000-1
AST-1000-2
AST-1250-2
AST-1500-1
AST-1500-2

Description		
300 Gallon Pump Tank		
750 Gallon - 1 Compartment		
1000 Gallon - 1 Compartment
1000 Gallon - 2 Compartment
1250 Gallon - 2 Compartment
1500 Gallon - 1 Compartment
1500 Gallon - 2 Compartment

Weight
134
259
390
436
489
528
574

Dimensions
54 x 56		
60 x 70 x 60
60 x 101 x 60
60 x 101 x 60
58 x 118 x 72
58 x 137 x 72
58 x 137 x 72

SEPTIC TANK ACCESSORIES
Part#			
Description					
16” Access Extension Assembly, Black			
AST19212		
AST19211		
24” Access Cover, Black				
8” Riser & Lid, Black				
AST19257		
AST10078		
4” Sanitary Gasket					
4” Schedule 40 Gasket				
AST10084		
AST19256		
4” Gasket Retainer / Hardware			
AST18000-XX
Internal Plumbing Kit (xx-State Specific)

Price
$1,079.81
$1,875.49
$2,614.15
$3,019.77
$3,422.60
$3,532.32
$3,968.28
Price
$189.11
$133.30
$197.36
$13.58
$19.37
$13.59
$243.51

Cistern Tanks

Ace Roto-Mold cistern tanks are intended for bulk storage or collection of potable water and designed for below ground
level installations. Tanks are manufactured from high-density polyethylene with U.V. inhibitors and feature a trapezoidal,
deep rib design. Only Ace tanks feature a custom molded gasket in the lid. Manufactured from extruded Nitrile rubber,
the gasket snaps into the lid and ensures a watertight seal. Our exclusive lid design locks in place with nylon ties,
eliminating the need for metal fasteners that can corrode and fail. Ace Roto-Mold cistern tanks are FDA-approved for
potable water and are manufactured for containment of liquids up to 1.7 specifi gravity.

CISTERN TANKS
Part#		
AST-0325-1W
AST-0850-1W
AST-1150-1W
AST-1450-1W
AST-1700-1W
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Description		
325 Gallon w/ 1 Access Cover
850 Gallon w/ 1 Access Cover
1150 Gallon w/ 1 Access Cover
1450 Gallon w/ 1 Access Cover
1700 Gallon w/ 1 Access Cover

Weight
134
259
414
473
567

Dimensions
54 x 56		
60 x 70 x 60
60 x 101 x 60
58 x 118 x 72
58 x 137 x 72

CISTERN TANK ACCESSORIES
Part#			
Description					
AST19214		
16” Access Assembly, White				
AST19213		
24” Access Cover, White				
AST19258		
8” Riser and Lid, White				
Grimes, IA

800-351-1587

•

Gardner, KS

877-829-8502

Price
$1,110.89
$1,946.21
$2,702.73
$3,066.55
$3,621.24
Price
$242.39
$151.18
$197.36

•

Brimfield, IL 855-778-8500

